The GeoAdvice Model Comparator is an easy-to-use Excel tool which compares two models for all data differences.

Comparator Benefits:

Review Models
Comparing models is an effective way of quickly determining why two models produce different results. It is also useful when validating changes made to the model by another party.

Track Model Changes
The Comparator is a 100% accurate model tracking system (physical, non-physical, simulation and scenario data). Compare old and new models to quickly find differences that would affect the results of a hydraulic simulation.

Synchronize Models
Having more than one party working on a model can result in multiple copies of the same model. Compare models for missing or changed information, such as after GIS updates.

Use Excel For Everything
The Comparator runs in Excel 2007 with no additional modeling software required, and results are compiled in easy-to-use spreadsheets with tools available for sorting, filtering, copying and editing.

Currently Available Software
MWH Soft, Inc.
Bentley Systems, Inc.
EPA

Additional modeling software under development. For more information, please contact GeoAdvice.

Purchasing Information
Buy the Comparator for one modeling software, and get any additional software for half price! Please contact GeoAdvice for pricing information.

“I don’t usually give testimonials, but the Comparator has me so excited. Working with hydraulic models for over a decade, I’ve used different methods for tracking our 30,000+ pipe model in the past without success. The Comparator is truly innovative and fast, with an interface that is clear and easy to use. I use it all the time to validate changes made to our models. Thank you!”

-Imran Motala, Region of Peel, ON